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schoolfinder moe Mar 27 2024 web explore schools based on their distance from your home locations ccas subjects and programmes offered
school clusters moe Feb 26 2024 web feb 6 2024   select the zone to view the clusters and respective schools download the full listing of
clusters and schools 360kb our mainstream schools are grouped into clusters by geographical location learn about the clusters
list of schools in singapore wikipedia Jan 25 2024 web list of schools in singapore singapore s public schools come under the purview of the
ministry of education singapore has many primary schools and secondary schools as well as junior colleges centralised institutes
polytechnics and universities providing tertiary education
types of schools moe Dec 24 2023 web mar 27 2024   learn about the different types of schools in our education system including their key
offerings and fees there are different types of schools in our education system government schools including autonomous schools
list of primary schools in singapore wikipedia Nov 23 2023 web primary schools in singapore are classified as government or government aided
schools primary schools are typically mixed sex though there are a number of single sex schools some primary schools are affiliated with a
secondary school and such schools may have a lower requirement for students from the primary section to enter the affiliated
list of secondary schools in singapore wikipedia Oct 22 2023 web this is a list of secondary schools in singapore most secondary schools in
singapore offer a four year express course special course for special assistance plan schools or a five year course leading to the singapore
cambridge gce ordinary level 1
onemap Sep 21 2023 web the information for registration of children for admission to primary one in 2025 will be updated in june 2024 the
primary school land boundaries depicted within the schoolquery service are only used strictly for the purpose of the primary one
registration exercise to calculate home school distance onemap is the most detailed singapore
10 secondary schools in woodlands which is the best Aug 20 2023 web woodlands is a planning area in the north region of singapore these
secondary schools are therefore secondary schools in north singapore the primary school leaving examination psle cut off points of these
secondary schools range from 14 to 30
construction upgrading works at primary secondary schools Jul 19 2023 web updated jul 26 2021 06 44 pm singapore upgrading and construction
works at two primary schools two secondary schools and four junior colleges jcs will have delays of up to two years
20 secondary schools in the north which is the best Jun 18 2023 web here is a list of secondary schools in the north of singapore these 20
secondary schools are located in the north region of singapore there are three planning areas in the north region that contain secondary
schools the areas are
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